Bond seeks renewal of civil rights cause

By Jane E. Hickey and Kathleen O'Neill

"We entered the 1970s after nearly 10 years of progress. That progress could be made to begin again," said state senator Julian Bond during his address to an audience of nearly 300 on September 27 in the Hall. The focal point of Bond's lecture was the state of the former civil rights movement, now more properly known as the human rights movement.

Bond lamented the fact that the movement which had captured the minds and hearts of many Americans, especially young people, in the early 1960's is currently "indiscernible"—its parts are divided, its goals unclear. What is required is a recreation of the vision and drive that wrote the 1960's civil rights act into law.

Bond stressed that organization is the key to any advances towards human rights and that the fact that it is sorely lacking in the earlier, non-partition operation, hopefully situated in Room 104 in the lower level of Slavin Center. If approved by the administration, it will consist of the over-the-counter sale of basic food items and staples.

P.A.C.E., a subdivision of the Board of Management, may be dissolved in the near future. According to Bob Gorman, "It doesn't fit in with what the BOG (Board of Trustees) is trying to do." P.A.C.E. is operated as a service organization funded by the BOG.

A course to aid in preparation for the G.E.R. and the GMAT examinations is being planned with registration to take place sometime this month. It will meet on consecutive Tuesdays during the month of November. The sessions will last from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. with one hour being devoted to English and the other to math. The fee for this course is $20.00.

It was also reported that Daniel Foster resigned as treasurer of the Clerical Signaling in conjunction with the program's celebration, "How Do We Know?" The lecture is scheduled for 4 p.m. in Aquinas Lounge.

On Saturday and Sunday, October 8 and 9, the program will sponsor a series of events to celebrate its twentieth anniversary. Saturday will feature lectures at 1:30 p.m. and 3:30 p.m. on the status of liberal arts and the job market, respectively. Sykes' "Riders to the Sea" and "Kabale and Deskriptiv" will each be shown twice in the Fireplace Room at 2:30 p.m. and 4:30 p.m.

Sunday's schedule will begin with a 10:30 a.m. mass celebrated by Father Thomas R.

Bond holds firmly to the belief that, given common knowledge, men and women have the ability to control their lives. He sees strong leadership and explanation as alternatives to an otherwise treacherous situation, stirred by the public's need for human rights in its government and its lack of willingness to pay.

Reflections from Bond, the man

In his speeches Bond suggests to his audiences that they should take an active part in the human rights movement, which is striving for racial, sexual and political equality. The public's sense of its own thoughts, actions and means. It is timely for the leaders of the human rights movement to become concerned about the feeling on the Allan Bakke case.

Bond re-elected Murphy

For the third straight year Dr. Richard Murphy, professor of English, was elected president of the Faculty Senate. Murphy was unopposed for the position. Also elected last week were Dr. John Coolidge, vice president, and Dr. Stephen Mecca of physics as secretary.
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Security dept. revamping: Kret dismissed in reshuffling

By Frank O'Donnell

On Friday, September 30, Raymond Kret, president of the security force, was dismissed after a two-year period. This move is the result of a "reorganizational move" by Father McMahon, vice-president for business affairs.

Byron explained that he and Rev. Thomas B. Peterson, O.P., had the idea of making a change in the direction of the security force.

Raymond Kret was terminated on September 30 at 6:30 p.m. This change is in response to the need for a new leader to head the security force for the coming academic year.
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Finding College Tough Without Extra Cash?

M & R Associates, Inc. is a company that offers unique, high-quality items. The goal is to enhance your educational experience and help you succeed at college. We are proud to offer a wide range of teaching aids, student materials, and other products that will help you excel in your studies.

This page features a product called "Extra Cash." It is a book that contains information on how to manage your money wisely. The book helps you understand the importance of budgeting and saving, and teaches you how to create a personal financial plan. It covers topics such as credit card use, student loans, and investment strategies.

The back of the book includes a list of recommended books and resources for further reading. It also features a section on the importance of financial literacy and how it can empower you to make informed decisions about your finances.

The section on "Extra Cash" includes a discussion on the benefits of having a personal financial plan. It explains how having a plan can help you achieve your goals and reduce stress. It also highlights the importance of saving and investing early to secure your financial future.

The book is available in a variety of formats, including eBooks and physical copies. Prices vary depending on the format and the location.

Unfortunately, this system also lacks a check sheet of plastic located in the books, such as jewelry, brief cases, steel teeth and the like, subjecting innocent people to search and seizure. The local police have investigated, consulting the circulation desk as to who might have been sufficient security and discovered it was taken out unsupervised a few times.

Face with this problem, the library administration has decided to establish a new, more efficient Checkpoint system. This system is in the process of being installed at the entrance of the library. It is designed to prevent people from leaving the library without paying for their items.

The system includes a metal detector that scans all items as they are brought into the library. In addition, all items are scanned when they are taken out of the library. This helps to prevent theft and ensure that all items are accounted for.

The new system is expected to be in place by the end of the year and is designed to make the library a safer and more secure place for all patrons.

A guide to avoiding 'Library Syndrome'

By David Amirah

The first exams and papers have

While away from PC last year, Sister Florence taught physics at St. Patrick's High School in Watertown, Mass. Previously she had spent two years as head resident in Aquinas Hall. She is involved in the Sisters' Summer Program and has received her master's degree in religious studies from PC.

Sister Flo feels that her success with teaching is due to her knowledge and love of young people. Her intelligence, energy and devotion to the students will help make this year a successful one for herself, the students and the Tutorial Center.

The program specifies that a tutor must have maintained at least a "B" average in the course in which he or she chooses to tutor. Sister Flo feels that this rule should be maintained because "although the brightest students are not necessarily the best tutors, the tutors must know the material well, because they cannot give to others what they do not know themselves."
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Burdett graduated from the University of Rhode Island with a B.S. in engineering. He worked at Rhode Island Hospital in the management engineering

Fall flick fare:

BOC offers films

By David St. Germain
This semester the Board of Governors' film schedule offers a surprisingly wide choice of movies than last year. In addition to the usual flashy commercial successes there are several of the following:

October 6, after an 11-year absence as Inspector Clouseau, Peter Sellers returns in Blake Edward's The Return of the Pink Panther (1975). Sellers is in top comedic form, battling crime and the plots of the mad Dreyfus
October 14 - Sidney Lumet's Dog Day Afternoon (1975) is a film based on an actual bank robbery incident starring Al Pacino in a tense performance that lends sympathy to the
October 21 - Ken Russell's Tommy (1975): a movie whose sole merit is Ann Margaret has to
November 4 - Forty years after The Charge of the Light Brigade (1936) presents Errol Flynn and his often-phony costar Olivia De Havilland in a romance with a battle background.
November 11 - Walter Matthau in The Omen (1976) is the film for you.
November 18 - Edward S. Byyny in National Lampoon's Vacation (1983), a film about two former vaudevillians that contain the Simon comedy touch as well as an interesting look at old age.
November 25 - Not even the talents of Gregory Peck and Lee Remick can help the viewer forget that The Omen (1976) is a sensationalistic violent horror exploiter. If you enjoy
decapitation, dismemberment, mountains of blood and nannies who spoil a kid's birthday party by hanging themselves, then The Omen is the film for you.
December 2 - Lenny (1971), this excellent film offers Dustin Hoffman as Lenny Bruce. The viewer is treated not only to a fine film biography but also to an examination of the nature and confines of censorship.
December 9 in an old-fashioned comedy night starring W. C. Fields in The Barber Shop (1937), The Drowsy (1932) and If I Had a Million (1932). Also on the bill is the added "treas" of Abbott and Costello Meet the Keystone Cops (1953).
All the above films are shown in
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Editor's Memo:  
A new attitude

When Providence College was founded in 1917 under the auspices of Bishop Matthew Flaherty and a handful of priests from the Order of Preachers of the Province of St. Joseph, there was a very basic concept of philosophy involved. In essence, it was (and is) to provide for the "intellectual development of the student" through the disciplines of the sciences and humanities.

Furthermore, it is concerned also with students' capacity for disciplined thinking and critical exactness. These words were measured carefully, but they seem almost too conservatives simple when viewed in the context of day-to-day college experience.

What brings these thoughts to mind lately has been a feeling around campus over the last few weeks which is far different than what my predecessors in The Cowl's editor's chair have been complaining about; that is, the noticeable lack of widespread spirit.

At first glance one may tend to think that the major reason for the concern and activity that has absorbed the time of the Student Congress, The Cowl and so on is the enrollment problem, and in fact, it has been to an extent. It may be stated correctly enough that when there is a problem directly involving the students, they will quickly and quite adamantly make their feelings known. In a more general sense, though, I think this process of examination, question and deliberation (not confrontation) is indicative of a much larger problem, that is, the general horizontal attitude of Providence College students.

The first wave of anxiety and awareness was reflected in the semi-rational outspoken activism that crashed upon the College in the early heights of the 1960s. This later receded into a disquieting listlessness in the 1970s. Student activism is showing definite signs of returning, but this time in the certainly more effective form of the high tide of rational inquisition.

This inquisition, interestingly enough, very accurately echoes the hopes of some of the "students' capacities for disciplined thinking" outlined in the objectives of Providence College. The people who have been up to this point for a few weeks now the school year started can receive no greater compliment than the reasonable, logical and irreverent assertions and queries of their students.

Michael J. Delaney
Editor

The Cowl Editorial Board

Campus co-op worthwhile idea

The Student Congress lifestyles committee is considering the possibility of opening a variety store on campus. If instituted, this new undertaking will be owned and operated by students. The plan is to sell such goodies as soda, chips, milk, juice, and canned goods.

According to Lyna. Laws, a member of Student Congress, it is not going to be a supermarket, but we definitely feel that it will serve the needs of the community.

Even though the store is still in the early stages of development, Congress must decide exactly what they will sell, where the store will be located, what hours they will operate, and estimate the total selling expenses. Above all they should realize that this is to be a business and therefore they must conduct their affairs accordingly.

We stop here because Congress just hasn't lost their initial excitement as time progresses. Running a variety store is not the thing for a few students to obtain some goods. They must undertake. It is not so convenient for many dorm students who do not have easy access to such stores. It is a much larger undertaking which will be owned and operated by students.

The new Residence Office policy requiring an ID before any male can enter a women's dorm smacks of totalitarianism. The Cowl Editorial Board wonders what possible benefits can be accrued to this new policy.

The Residence Office most likely feels that this is a foolproof method of enforcing parietal regulations. It is a good method for enforcing the letter of the law. Nevertheless, we feel the residence policies at PC are condescending, and this new policy adds insult to injury.

The new ID policy is condescending because it gives the impression that the Residence Office distrusts the students. We feel that the girl who sets up the telephone is a sufficient security method. What rational girl would allow anyone to enter a dorm if the felt they would harm her or anyone else?

Donna Mccaffrey, Assistant director of residence, answers that question. She said it is unfortunate, but many girls are less than security conscious. It is only when they become security-conscious

Mccaffrey also said she is "confused that the ID policy reduces wandering and theft." She said "The fact that there is a record at the desk of who is in the dorm causes the visitors to act more civil, be they drunk or sober."

"In no way, but McCaffrey still misses the point. Our question is, why must students, no matter of what age, be treated so condescendingly? Repression under the guise of parietalism is an insidious con concept to the resident who feels unnecessarily stifled by such cynical regulations.

Another fault with the new policy is that it involves the establishment of double standards that exist between men and women at PC. Why can men have visitors enter and leave the dorm without the "proper lobby phone and identification procedure I. It is not an equitable rule because the female students are being discriminated against by having to submit their visitors to such rules and procedures.

Besides discriminating against women, this new policy discriminates against the men. The mere fact that men are sojourning as to who they plan to visit and then required to leave identification, while women are free to visit a men's dorm without any of this bureaucratic red tape is discriminatory.

There is also another grave question that must be addressed, and that is why didn't the Residence Office notify the Resident Board and the Student Congress before instituting this policy?

According to Donna McCaffrey, this is not a new policy. It is the continuation of the policy that was in effect at the beginning of the semester.

We wonder when this state of limbo that the Residence Office is in will cease, and why it was decided to keep the ID system until a decision was made. No matter how you look at it, someone decided to continue the ID policy and any semantic argument to the contrary is not worth discussing.

Tom Sheehan, president of the Resident Board, said he spoke with Father Heath and asked him if the ID's were being required this year. Sheehan said, "Father Heath recommended that the dorms have been open six years and we haven't had an incident yet, but were walking on eggshells."

Sheehan said "that from an administration standpoint this is probably a good procedure. But coupled with the parietals and other policies it creates a very repressive atmosphere. Because Father Heath is the Resident Board, it is not for Father Heath to institute this new policy without consulting the residents first."

Father Heath and Donna Mccaffrey were not available for comment, but Father Heath did say that the Residence Office notified the Resident Board and the Student Congress before instituting this policy.

Another fault with the new policy is that it involves the establishment of double standards that exist between men and women at PC. Why can men have visitors enter and leave the dorm without the "proper lobby phone and identification procedure I. It is not an equitable rule because the female students are being discriminated against by having to submit their visitors to such rules and procedures. It also infringes on the girl's right to privacy, at any time the desk personnel knows who is visiting whom.

Besides discriminating against women, this new policy discriminates against the men. The mere fact that men are sojourning as to who they plan to visit and then required to leave identification, while women are free to visit a men's dorm without any of this bureaucratic red tape is discriminatory.

There is also another grave question that must be addressed, and that is why didn't the Residence Office notify the Resident Board and the Student Congress before instituting this policy?

According to Donna McCaffrey, this is not a new policy. It is the continuation of the policy that was in effect at the beginning of the semester.

We wonder when this state of limbo that the Residence Office is in will cease, and why it was decided to keep the ID system until a decision was made. No matter how you look at it, someone decided to continue the ID policy and any semantic argument to the contrary is not worth discussing.

When students reach the age of 18 they are legal adults. We feel that adults' capacity for disciplined thinking and critical exactness are not diminished at this time. We ask students if they want a new policy such as the ID policy is like asking them if they want final exams.

Father Heath doesn't seem to realize who pays the bills at PC. If the female resident students decide that they don't like the ID policy they must certainly have a right to protest it.

When students reach the age of 18 they are legal adults. We feel that adults' capacity for disciplined thinking and critical exactness are not diminished at this time. We ask students if they want a new policy such as the ID policy is like asking them if they want final exams.

Father Heath doesn't seem to realize who pays the bills at PC. If the female resident students decide that they don't like the ID policy they must certainly have a right to protest it.

When students reach the age of 18 they are legal adults. We feel that adults' capacity for disciplined thinking and critical exactness are not diminished at this time. We ask students if they want a new policy such as the ID policy is like asking them if they want final exams.
I have several images of Julian Bond as a student leader in the 1960s who was a young man being pushed along the floor of the Democratic National Convention in Chicago, 1968. His name was falsely associated through the hall. He is being nominated for president, but it's a move with a built-in trap, since Bond was then legally too young to be president or vice-president.

The move, ends of course, before it can go too far, but it is successful. One of the main reasons was originally: to push the race question into the center of American politics, and to try to dramatize the cause for more real equality representation in convention decisions.

My second image places him next to Ralph Nader, of all people. Both men are active in different causes, and they are dearly devoted to them. But strangely, their positions are such that they are removed from the major governmental processes which determine where their crusades would lead.

The third image of Bond is a more recent one; an appearance on Saturday Night Live last spring, which was a good one. Ralph Nader was also a host on Saturday Night Live, so their performances wasn't very good, it was Bond's.

The comparisons don't end there, either. He is consumers' advocate, and his powers derive from the media exposure he enjoys. Bond is a state senator, who in his own words, doesn't want to be a state senator all his life.

The Present

It's been a long time since that incident at the Democratic Convention, and the question obviously is: with our wealth of overnight-sensation politicians, why hasn't Bond just as dramatically risen from Georgian state-level politics? He's been in that role for 10 years, in which he should, and had been propelled to a level of general attention as he would not have to stomp the country, lecture on college campuses, or appear on television comedy shows.

When asked why he won't run for Congress, Bond describes his intention to run for state-wide office and get a job running the comptroller, a job he thinks he's "Son of Dom." Completely disgusted, Christopher T. Keyes '81.

Tragedy: No joke

Dear Editor,

On reference to the "Son of Dom" article in your September 28, 1977 edition, I was disgusted that you would publish a member of your staff to write such a trite and offensive article on so tragic a subject.

As a New York City female resident, I myself feel the fear and concern that is now spreading as a result of this past summer. It was an active sexual assault, and it is too bad people are not creative enough to feel about a more harmless topic.

Thank you,

Nancy M. Belf 79
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But the fact remains, Bond's future politics have reached a dead end, and he may have reached that dead end many years ago.

His reason for being may have been extinguished, too. When he says, "I'll run for the Senate in America needs just as much as you're right, but this is more disturbing move from scratch to convention." He's probably fingered out of that fact.

He's no longer the young man of 1963-1968, and when he speaks of the purpose of America dying, he will mean he died, too. At least that part of him which allowed him to be used in Chicago, 1968. At least that part of him which allowed him to be used in Chicago.

Ralph Nader's cause will always have a reason for being.

So Julian Bond is in a self-admitted "cold-life crisis," and as he joked last week, "I always wanted to be a singer."

The Future

I sing to be "but, an example of what happens to outsiders who try to effect change and ultimately fail, he certainly is. Within the next four years, he'll get stuck in politics and become a TV news commentator and maybe a talk show host, with NBC. The switch doesn't bother Bond, for he knows that he would have been a "consumer journalist are closely allied in his profession.

But the problem of dealing with change through journalism is a rather dangerous one in the nature of the profession. To maintain the perspective and freedom needed to do so, and judge fairly, a journalist must be removed from the process so that he doesn't lack that special approach, and thereby be close enough to the fight to know the battle side by side.

In politics, on the other hand, it is the profession which any politician ever did, because if one really lacks a reason for being at all. A politician he may not be, but an "articulator" he calls himself?

If so, then Bond's imminent move to TV journalism may really be a step into the arena. The best that is that self-perceived landscapes are real after all.

The Providence Colleges' Newest Organization
The Royal Order of the Shillelagh

is now accepting new members. The group serves as a cultural and social organization for Irish students. Anyone, however, is open to students of any ethnic group.

See brother Kevin O'Connor in the O'Connell Pub before the call 2442 for further information.
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Fellow Beer Persons.
Life is full of unanswered questions such as: Is there intelligent life elsewhere in the universe? And if so, do they wear socks?
In beer, however, there are no unanswered questions. Because there is only one word for beer, and you know it.

Schlitz
Therefore, as your Dean of Beer, I suggest you research the essential rightness of the word for yourself at your next social function. Or even your next antisocial function.
And please note: The recommended source material for locating the word can be found in any phone book. In other words, look in the Yellow Pages. Under "Beer." Thank you.

THERE'S JUST ONE WORD FOR BEER. AND YOU KNOW IT.

OWEN STATE DISTRIBUTORS
Providence, Rhode Island

SPARE TIME
BUSINESS
Own your own profitable vending business (200 to 1500 monthly earnings) possible in your spare time (day or eve). No selling; you will be servicing company established. Exclusive locations.
OUR COMPANY IS A SUPPLIER OF NABISCO SNACK ITEMS.
REQUIREMENTS: $1,000 to $3,000 cash investment, (secured by machines and merchandise), good character, dependable attitude, and at least 5 spare hours weekly. Income starts immediately. We supply product, machines, locations, expansion financing, buy-back option, and professional guidance. If you are sincerely interested in employing for this genuine opportunity toward financial success, please call or write (include phone number) for personal interview in your area to:

MR. ROBERT L. ANDERSON
WORLD INDUSTRIES, INC.
Executive Suite 333
1319 East 59th Street
Indianapolis, Indiana 46205
Telephone: (317) 257-5757

Wednesday, October 5, 1977

Humanity important to Bond

(Continued from Page 1)

on the face of the earth cannot deal with the business of mega-monsters — those companies capable of causing the collapse of a government by the shifting of their capital. His opinion is that no government should tolerate a private interest more powerful than itself, but he sees no immediate prospects for limitation.

Bond sees a laissez faire type of government as signifying an end to the limited amount of progress made in the interest of human rights. A lack of restraint on the part of the government would serve as a threshold to monopolistic practices of the past, and cause business to run rampant at the expense of the consumer. The consumer protection laws now practiced are believed by Bond to be poorly enforced by the Department of Justice but at present these are the public's only recourse.

Bond humorously professes his pride in being a member of "the finest body of men money can buy." At present a politician by profession, the 37-year-old senator expressed that he does not want to be a state senator all his life. In political retrospect, Bond sees his options as limited. The only other elected position of interest to him is that of the U.S. Senate, an unlikely political prospect for this state senator from Georgia.

A future possibility for Julian Bond is a career in mass communications. His past experience in the field of journalism, combined with his public concern, show promise of being a successful team of qualities in a man of the media, should Bond go in that direction.

He feels that modern day journalism fails to inform the public because of its growing emphasis on personalities and a show-business type of attitude, a threat which can be countered by public action. A market does exist for informed analysis and Bond has faith that if the demand is made, it will be met without damaging the media industry.

The future of Julian Bond, the humanist, shall inevitably be laced with his concern for human rights, whether it be under the political spotlight or the television studio. Discussions between a major network and Bond's lawyer are in progress. Meanwhile, Bond will seek re-election to the Georgia state senate in 1978.
Women's sports roundup:

**Friars Split with Crusaders, Pandas overbear PC harriers**

By Debbie O'Brien, Maureen Hession and Karen Burke

**FIELD HOCKEY**

The Lady Friars suffered their first defeat at the hands of Holy Cross as they lost 6-1 Thursday afternoon. Linda Waga scored PC's only goal, with an assist from Lynn Sheedy. PC played a strong first half, holding the Crusaders to only one goal.

Holy Cross played a systems offense, however, which was new to the Lady Friars. PC fell on defense to cover the new offense, however, which was new to the Lady Friars. PC played a strong first half, holding the Crusaders to only one goal.

Cross as they lost 6-1 Thursday afternoon. Linda Waga scored PC's only goal, with an assist from Lynn Sheedy. PC played a strong first half, holding the Crusaders to only one goal.

The women's field hockey unit in action. Despite their best efforts the Lady Friars lost to Holy Cross, 6-1.

**I-M report:**

**Big week for golf, flag football**

Checking in with a four under par 68, the duo of Tim Cauley and Bob Zukowski won the semi-final number two-rated tournament this past week, but fell short of the record by a scant three points. The mark was set in 1974 by the Tankers.

Bob Zukowski won the semi-final number two-rated tournament this past week, but fell short of the record by a scant three points. The mark was set in 1974 by the Tankers.

**RATINGS**

This week's Coed IV Board ratings are as follows: 1) PC, 2) Villa, 3) Goodies, 4) Spanish Flies, 5) Joe's Plumber, 6) NY Dolls, 7) Yahooo, 8) Admiral Dick and the Hot Seamen, 9) Guzzlers, 10) Tush.

**NOTICES**

The Coed Tennis Tournament that was originally scheduled for the near future has been cancelled due to the large number of entries (90), in the men's division. However, the match was closer than that final score indicated.

The Lady Friars tennis ace, Sue Hubbs, reads a backhand. Hubbs, off to a great early season start, is PC's number one seed.

**Intramural Player of the Week**

Neil Harley, one half of the Black-and-White's first double's team (Chris McNeill is his partner), concentrates on winning a point.

In earlier action, PC's golf team faced the University of Rhode Island in the New England Intercollegiate Tournament at Hampden Country Club in East Longmeadow, Mass. for a two round score of 717. The PC golf squad collectively scored a total of 628 that placed them in sixth place out of eight teams.

In earlier action, PC's golf team faced the University of Rhode Island in the New England Intercollegiate Tournament at Hampden Country Club in East Longmeadow, Mass. for a two round score of 717. The PC golf squad collectively scored a total of 628 that placed them in sixth place out of eight teams.

The event was originally scheduled to last for two days but because of rain only 18 of the 36 holes were played. PC and URI, which finished fourth with a score of 314, started simultaneously at 17:30 p.m. on Tuesday.

And after the smoke cleared, PC's Milich finished in third place with a 74. Other players competing in the tournament for the Friars were Matt Zito, who shot a 78, Bill Bearden, 82, Kerry Reilly, 85; and Al Ryder, 85.

Coach Joe Frasco, when asked how he felt about his team's finish in the tournament, replied, "I was very pleased by the performance of our new, young players and our team's overall sixth place finish. We were only seven shots out of the lead. I am very optimistic about the upcoming two tournaments despite the fact that we are not at full strength because some players, College our top four, won't be available until the spring.

The Lady Friars' tennis squad took to the courts last Monday against the University of Rhode Island and came away on the short end of a 6-3 score. Although URI seemingly won convincingly, the match was closer to a great early season start, is PC's number one seed.

**Golfers finish sixth; Milich is fourth**

By Mike Callahan

The Friars' golf team comprised of Tim Cauley and Bob Zukowski finished fourth in the field for the last week at the University of Rhode Island. Their score of 717 placed them in sixth place out of eight teams.

The event was originally scheduled to last for two days but because of rain only 18 of the 36 holes were played. PC and URI, which finished fourth with a score of 314, started simultaneously at 17:30 p.m. on Tuesday.

And after the smoke cleared, PC's Milich finished in third place with a 74. Other players competing in the tournament for the Friars were Matt Zito, who shot a 78, Bill Bearden, 82, Kerry Reilly, 85; and Al Ryder, 85.

Coach Joe Frasco, when asked how he felt about his team's finish in the tournament, replied, "I was very pleased by the performance of our new, young players and our team's overall sixth place finish. We were only seven shots out of the lead. I am very optimistic about the upcoming two tournaments despite the fact that we are not at full strength because some players, College our top four, won't be available until the spring.

The Lady Friars' tennis squad took to the courts last Monday against the University of Rhode Island and came away on the short end of a 6-3 score. Although URI seemingly won convincingly, the match was closer than that final score indicated.

Sue Hubbs playing in her customary number one spot, started things off by dropping her match 6-4, 4-6 to Mary Hartley. Hubbs established a strong backhand but Hartley came back with some excellent crossing shots. Mary Ann McCoy and Sue Hawkins lost in straight sets before freshman, Sue McKeever defeated Jane Goodwin, 6-1, 7-6.

Paula Herbert scored PC's second point in 6-2, 6-4 over Joanne Douval. Herbert, another Lady Friar freshwoman, played extremely well in her sixth singles.

Going into doubles competition, Providence trailed 4-2. However, they were only able to win one of the three doubles matches. Participating in the third doubles, Debbie Novello and Sue Smith won an exciting three set match, 6-7, 6-4, 6-1. In other doubles matches co-captains Sue Sarcione and Nancy O'Hara lost in straight sets, 6-3, 6-3 as did Helene Bracces and Karen O'Connell, 6-1, 6-4. The second, PC hosts the New England Invitational Tennis Tournament. Revenge could be on the Lady Friars minds since one of the teams participating is a bunch of gals from Kingston, R.I.
Boomers lose; gridders thrash Hartford

By Al Palladino

The Providence College soccer team is in full Amato, but Amato, swift kick, 3-1; Friars wipe up, 20-6

This gridders contest - Harvard and Massachusetts this past week - not be a bad idea to forget about dominating play but only playing the year It was also the last time eluded goalie Rob Kanzler It was

first two goals. Maybe it would be better. Sophomore John Murphy published his first for the Rams together and know where he's at. His two goals helped improve the Rams' record to 4-2. The first, from a 15-yard point, but eased up at the 30 yard mark. The race con-

cluded with the three clapping hands at the finish line in the time of 51.00. PC's Peter Crone and Mike Byrne finished sixth and seventh respectively, and Ed Hartnett was tenth.

"Dan Crone is really making a difference in our team performance," stated Amato. "He is running at near midtown form already, which gives us out-standing 1-2-3 punch. Also, you can't overlook the contributions of Byrne, Hartnett and Crooke, who are improving with each coming event."

By thrashing their toughest opponents, the Friars were seen as "The Huskies were one of my preseason worries," admitted Amato, "but at this stage it would take a super effort from top five runners to even stay in contention. Our runners, such as Deegan, Dillon, Byrne, and Hartnett have made such strides thus far that in retrospect no team in the East should derail us.

The Friars have dominated so thoroughly that after Friday's encounter with Northeastern, Amato will employ a system of platooning his runners in the upcoming meets against Holy Cross, Brown, UConn, and URI."

"By platooning my runners, every day on the squad will be getting a chance to reach his potential," said Amato. "This will also give me a chance to rest my top runners at key stretches during the season. The rest will give them time to train, instead of running once or twice every week."

By John Mullane

Newport - In many respects it was a typical performance by the Providence football team. In many respects, however, it was a most unusual contest. It was typical in the respect that it was an enthusiastic team that ran over the hapless University of Hartford squad, 20-6. As less than a half hour remained in the game, the Rams had captured their third victory in a row, streaking into scoring territory.

Just as last week, after an unsuccessful series by Hartford, the star Massachusetts back once again broke through the line and romped onto striped territory for a 50-yard TD. The Friar lead was now 13-0 and for the first time in a long while, the Black and White found themselves in the first quarter of play.

"We had a good report on the University of Hartford," explained Coach Henson after last week's game, "and we realized that we practiced during the week against their defense, we saw on Friday. We were able to execute things well against them and that got us off to a good start."

Amato passed the ball with regularity for the remainder of the first half, with neither team being able to put a TD on the second period.

Hartford, after leading 14-0 in the first quarter, saw dramatic defection in the second period. The Rams produced a 45-yard drive that put them on the four-yard line with just over a minute left in the half and then, out of the goal line, the Rams scored on the four. Maurice Bullock, who registered 10 saves in the contest, was working the gridiron at Newport.

"I'm going to play safety," recalled junior Smith, "and another player coming from the side. I thought I beat him when he was around the goal line but somehow caught up with me."

The Rams, though, Smith took in from the one and had the TD for the second week in a row.

Hartford got on the board for the first time in the third quarter, taking on only one of 11 passes in the game at the start of the fourth quarter when a Dave Dempsey pass was completed. The score was complete from the 30. For the Friars it was another encouraging evening in many respects. The Rams were both on offense and defense throughout the game.

The offense, despite gaining 137 total yards less than their opponents, moved the ball with proficiency and gave the team a very comfortable margin from the early moments of the match.

Although Mike Lee made good on only one of 11 passes in the background, Hanewich was not worth the effort.

"It wasn't so much Mike's passing that made it a difficult evening," said Amato. "As much as it was the receivers missing the passes."